
Cheap price 4mm dark blue color tinted float glass distributor

4mm dark blue float glass, also named 4mm dark blue color heat absorbing glass, 4mm dark blue
heatproof glass, 4mm dark blue color tinted glass. It is made by adding color pigments to the raw
materials during the float process. It reduces the amount of light transmitted and absorbs some of that
solar energy, calling heat absorption.

Specification of 4mm dark blue glass
Thickness: 4mm. Except 4mm, other available thickness is 5mm 5.5mm 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm
Color: Dark blue.  Other available color such as Ford blue, F green, dark green, dark grey, Euro grey, Euro
brone, dark bronze.
Standard size: 2140x3300mm, 2250x3300mm, 2140x1650mm, 2440x1650mm, 2140x3660mm,
2440x3300mm, etc.
Deep processing: can be cut, tempered, laminated, insulated etc.

The advantage of 4mm dark blue float glass
1. It’s a kind of energy saving glass, controls solar heat and gives a striking visual effect.
2. Meets the increasing demands for light in workplaces, creates attractive interiors and gives a feeling
roomy.
3. Offers a practical, stylish alternative to traditional materials when used in screens, partitions and
furniture at home or in the office.
4. Giving designers the freedom to create attractive modern environments that are also economical and
easy to maintain.
5. Making a building look unique and contemporary.

Usage of 4mm dark blue tinted float glass
1.Can be cut directly as 4mm dark blue window glass
2.It can be processed as 4mm dark blue tempered glass, used as decorative glass for household
appliances
3.It also can be processed to become 4+4mm dark blue safety laminated glass, widely used as railing
glass, interior partition wall glass etc.
4. When it is processed into color insulated glass, it’s widely used for exterior wall glass.

Except 4mm dark blue tinted float glass, other 4mm tinted glass you can get from SHENZHEN
JIMY GLASS such as 4mm Ford blue float glass, 4mm F-green tinted float glass, 4mm dark green float
glass, 4mm Euro bronze float glass, 4mm dark bronze float glass, 4mm Euro grey float glass, 4mm dark
grey float glass etc.
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Strong package of 4mm dark blue heat absorbing glass




